Enhance the dissolution rate and oral bioavailability of pranlukast by preparing nanosuspensions with high-pressure homogenizing method.
Pranlukast, one of the potential therapeutic tools in the treatment of asthma, has limited clinical applications due to its poor water solubility. The study is aimed to provide a platform for better utilizing pranlukast with enhancement of the dissolution rate and, thus, the oral bioavailability of pranluka'st by preparing nanosuspensions through high-pressure homogenization method. Poloxamer407 and PEG200 were chosen as stabilizer and surfactant. The formulation was investigated systematically with the dissolution tests as predominant method. Nanosuspensions were prepared by programmed high-pressure homogenization method. The product was characterized by particle size analysis, TEM and XRD are evaluated by in vitro dissolution tests and in vivo absorption examination. In addition, nanosuspensions with only pranlukast were prepared and compared with formulated nanosuspensions. The optimal values of formulation were 0.5% (w/v) pranlukast with 0.375% (w/v) Poloxamer407, 0.375% (w/v) PEG200 and the screened programming homogenizing procedure parameters were 680 bar for the first 15 circles, 1048 bar for the next 9 circles and 1500 bar for the last 9 circles. Nanosuspensions of 318.2 ± 7.3 nm, -29.3 ± 0.8 mV were obtained. The XRD analysis indicated no change of crystalline occurred in the process of homogenization. The in vitro dissolution behavior of nanosuspensions exhibited complete release in 30 min with a remarkable fast dissolution rate. The in vivo bioavailability of formulated pranlukast nanosuspensions demonstrated its enhancement of fast onset of therapeutic drug effects with 4.38-fold improved compared to that of raw crystals. The study provides a feasible, practical thinking of industry development in the clinical use of pranlukast.